V-locity – the Tool of the Moment
“V-locity is doing what I wanted it to do and what it claimed it would. V-locity is a huge help as we
have a College of 1500 students accessing a large number of files during a day. The background
defrag graphs show me how much work it is doing and that is quite impressive without any slowing
down to users. This is exactly why I have selected this professional product rather that cheaper or
Windows free alternative for use in our College.
“This also reflects in the speed at which the file volumes are backed up via our Microsoft Data
Protection Manager 2010, thus reducing the read times when checking for changes and copying
data. The impact of a good defragmentation package is seen across the boards in all aspects of
managing a Data Centre and V-locity is the tool of the moment as far as I am concerned.
“It took me a lot of time, research and peer questioning to make the choice of Condusiv products.
The move to a virtualised server system a few years back was the catalyst to revisit our choice and
the V-locity solution was ahead of the pack, showing our selection of your product was again a good
choice. The battle to convince our College to spend on a professional product was a challenge at the
time but with the supportive Educational pricing offered, the ICT Technical Support team have been
vindicated in our choice.”
Chaz Price, ICT Network & Systems Administrator, Waimea College,
College, New Zealand

“V-locity has been installed on our server which is what we consider a critical system since it run our
County 911 dispatch system. We installed the V-locity software because we want to insure that it will
run in peak performance.”
Jerry Eaton, Public Safety Support, Clermont County Office of Technology

“The virtuals have been doing really well. Since we started with V-locity I really can’t tell if it’s made
the system run better or not. What I can tell you is that our systems without V-locity are prone to
having our system center alert me to disk performance issues. None of the V-locity drives are doing
that.”
Jeff Fortna, AB Municipal Affairs Special Areas Board
“I'm seeing very good results, especially on the Hyper-V VM's that are using shared volumes. Also the
VM's on a host using local disk for storage are seeing good performance due to defragging the guest
and then the host.”
Fidel Ramirez, Denver Water
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“We are using V-locity to maintain the disks on our voice and screen recording servers at our Call
Centre. Simply put without V-locity, we wouldn't be able to provide a decent service.”
Thom McCall, Eurostar International Ltd.
“V-locity is a great product which will save us money within 2-4 days due to RAID and the speed gain
as well as the defrag rate. It is easy to use and has great tools. The learning and help test are the
main benefits I experienced.”
Anthony Smith, Lead Tech, AMS,
AMS, Inc.
“When building out my environment I made sure to have fast hard drives, controllers, etc. in order to
make sure I did not suffer bottlenecks. I am very careful about not over-committing
resources. However, I was shocked to see how much performance increased on the servers I had
hosting disk-intensive operations (this includes our database server, our Exchange server, and two
terminal servers). I am very happy with this product.”
Bill Philpot, Manager of Information Technology, Mesa Industries, Inc.
“I have installed V-locity and love it. It is one of those set-and-forget type utilities that just works. It
does a great job with no intervention from me. I’m busy so I want a product I can trust to work on its
own while returning the best possible result and Diskeeper products do just that.”
Jeff Ferrell, Knoxville Community Development

“We’ve noticed less contention on our hard disks now that our virtual machines are aware of each
other. “
Robert Schoonover, IT Manager, Willow Design
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